2020 Elizabeth College Overseas Study Tours
At Elizabeth College students have the opportunity to participate in two overseas study tours. Elizabeth
College has a long-standing sister school relationship with Hiroshima Inokuchi Senior High School in
Hiroshima Japan, and developing sister school relationships in China.

China Tour
Are you a lover of historic sites, diverse landscapes and rich culture? Are you looking for excitement and
opportunities? If you are, then China is the perfect place for you! Elizabeth College is offering the
opportunity for students to travel to our sister school in China. The tour will also visit the renowned cities
of Beijing, Xi’an and Shanghai. You will visit our sister school in Fuzhou and experience a real Chinese
student’s daily life. On tour you will walk on the two thousand year old Great Wall, wander through the
rooms where emperors used to work and live in the Forbidden City, enjoy real Chinese cuisine and see
the modernisation of big cities. China Tour costs around $4000-4500 depending on numbers (cheaper per
person the more participants we have!!).

Japan Tour
The EC Japan tour travels to Hiroshima Inokuchi Senior High School (Elizabeth College sister school) via
Disneyland and a ‘shop to you drop’ visit in Tokyo (Akihabara, Harajuku, Ikebukuro, Shibuya, Shinjuku and
Ueno!!). You will travel to Hiroshima by ‘Shinkansen’ or bullet train (one of the fastest trains in the world,
an amazing experience!!) and on the way you will visit Universal Studios in Osaka, Kyoto (Kiyomizudera,
Gion, Tenryuji, Kinkakuji and maybe Ginkakuji if you can walk fast enough!!) and Nara (Byodo-in – in a
town called Uji on the way, Kasuga-taisha, Todaiji - lots of deer who bow for food here). In Hiroshima you
will spend time attending class at our sister school and also visit Hiroshima Peace Park and Itsukushimajinja (World Heritage area, lots of friendly deer here too) and much much more!! Japan Tour usually costs
around $3800-4500 depending on numbers (cheaper per person the more participants we have!!).
Please email Heath at heath.watts@education.tas.gov.au for more information.

Elizabeth College Study Tours 2020
Expression of Interest
I am interested in receiving information regarding the following study tours to
Elizabeth College sister schools in 2020:
China
Japan
Student Name:
Current School:
Parent Name:
Postal Address:
Phone (H):

(M):
Acknowledgement by Parent/Guardian

I hereby acknowledge that I am aware of and support my child’s par&cipa&on
in an Elizabeth College study tour.
Parent Signature:

Date:
Please return this form to Elizabeth College
256 Elizabeth Street, Hobart, 7000

